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Victoria Abril, VP Membership (Fall)  
 
 “Go big or go home,” is the overall go-getter mantra of Victoria Abril, VP of Membership 
(Fall).  Victoria credits her first New York trip in October of her freshman year as the catalyst for 
her outlook.  She explains, “New York was the first taste of anything futuristic, and I got it all in 
a two-day crash course.” She continues, “What impacted me the most was seeing the more 
experienced GWWIB members on the trip and the way they interacted with employers, with 
such poise and professionalism. I remember a former GWWIB member, Alisha was on the trip 
and she had just accepted an offer to work at Macy’s, one of our site visits. It was interesting to 
see how she had gotten that opportunity through GWWIB and was now visiting this office as an 
actual employee; the story had really come full circle.”  Victoria aims to extend this importance 
of networking to all GWWIB members. 
  
 Since the GWWIB mission is professional development for women in the work force, 
Victoria explains business majors are not the only ones who qualify. “Everyone ends up working 
in a business,” Victoria explains, “The skills we offer our members are so critical to other 
majors, even more critical to those not in the business school.”  For example, Victoria recalls 
her first New York trip, “I felt completely empowered knowing that I had the proper skills to 
network with professionals and engage in active conversations.”   
 
 As VP Membership, Victoria is passionate about diversifying our member database 
beyond business majors. She is focusing on hosting events that are geared towards all 
industries and interests such as STEM, international affairs, political science, and others.  
Victoria explains, “We can be the catalyst and bridge the gap for any woman seeking 
professional development from incredibly strong and passionate women.” 
 
 Victoria describes herself as having a career-driven personality and a passion for service.  
She explains, “My career-driven side is fueled by success. I am a Virgo, Type A personality who 
needs to be constantly moving and completing the next task.    My career can sometimes 
consume me, but I  have a passion for community service and a desire to serve the less 
fortunate.”  Victoria explains how she keeps perspective, “I attended a mission trip which 
changed my perspective and made me realize the truly valuable things in life. For me, success is 
finding this balance between professional development and passion for service.” 
 
 As a leader, Victoria tries to lead by example.  “Empowering to me encompasses being 
able to delegate effectively.  I encourage people to recognize their potential and run with it. I 



don’t think being defined as a leader gives you the right to put yourself on a pedestal and talk 
down to those around you; rather, it should be used as a way to motivate those around you to 
find their top qualities. A true leader doesn’t have to be the center of attention; they should 
support others in their quest of becoming a leader.”  Victoria hopes to inspire others by her 
actions in having open communication and reminding them that they are capable. 
 
 Having this collaborative mindset was essential with Victoria’s summer internship at the 
U.S. Department of the Treasury. She shares her experience, “Working in the Office of the Chief 
Information Officer, I helped with IT acquisitions of the federal government. I worked with 
mangers, determined cost savings, and ensured that the fiscal year-end was in order. I tracked 
the acquisitions to make sure that we were meeting the proper procurement deadlines and 
conducted an analysis to determine cost savings for the upcoming fiscal year.” Victoria 
continues, “I learned an entirely new vocabulary about the federal government, accounting, 
and budgets. It was an incredible opportunity.” 
 
 Victoria reflects that her internship taught her to not be afraid to ask questions.  She 
explains, “People want to see you succeed. They don’t want you to take everything on by 
yourself and then fail but if you fail, they want to know that you did what you could to try to 
succeed. .” She continues, “The power of communication is pivotal in the business field. In a 
short conversation with the Treasurer of the United States, she told me that networking is a 
two way street. We must not only expect something in return but we also have to be able to 
provide something to the other person. Networking shouldn’t be about using one another but 
rather fostering meaning professional relationships. Many times we let fear stop us, but as a 
Hispanic woman, I am proud to be at the forefront of shattering the glass ceiling for minorities 
and women.” Clearly, being a go-getter is an understatement for Victoria who keeps pushing 
forward: go big or go home! 

 


